The standard EMDR protocol calls for targeting the past origins of a disturbance, present day triggers and creating templates for appropriate behavior in the future (Shapiro, 1995). Some clients, however, may have difficulty connecting their current problems to past events. Similarly, other clients may have difficulty creating positive future templates, especially if the client is anxious about trying new behavior. For these problems the Floatback and Float-forward Techniques, developed by EMDR Institute Trainer, William Zangwill, Ph.D., are effective methods for linking past, present and future in the clinical setting and providing the therapist with tools for competently addressing both of these issues.

The Floatback Technique

Addressing earlier memories associated with disturbing material is fundamental to EMDR. Shapiro states that helping the client to find an earlier memory “…should be one of the first options considered by the clinician…” (Shapiro, 1995 p.185). The Floatback Technique is a powerful and efficient means to this end, allowing the therapist to assist the client to make his or her own associations to past events. It is highly appropriate for use when the client is experiencing a disturbance in the present that the therapist suspects is rooted in past experiences, especially when direct questioning such as, “What is your earliest memory of feeling this way?” have not succeeded in helping the client make a connection to past events. Also, when a client presents a theme or recurring experience, the Floatback Technique is ideal for helping the client to identify a salient target for reprocessing. Many clients find it relatively easy to get in touch with current problems. For example, a client who complains that she feels abandoned when her husband leaves briefly on a business trip can probably be asked to bring up the most recent of these events with relative ease. The therapist can then apply the Floatback Technique to help the client make the association to an earlier event rapidly and efficiently.

To use the Floatback Technique, set up the present disturbance using the procedural steps listed in the Level I and Level II training manuals (Shapiro, 1994; Shapiro, 1996) including image, negative cognition (NC), positive cognition (PC), validity of cognition (VoC), emotions, subjective units of disturbance (SUDs), and location of body sensation. However, do not initiate processing (i.e., eye movements or other stimulation) at this point. Instead, say to your client, “Please bring up that picture of _____ and those words _____, (repeat client’s disturbing image and negative cognition), notice what feelings are coming up for you, and where you are feeling them in your body. Now close your eyes and let your mind float back to an earlier time in your life. Don’t search for anything, just allow your mind to drift back to a time when you had similar thoughts of _____ (repeat emotions above), in your _____ (repeat places in the body where they reported sensation). And when you’re ready, open your eyes and tell me the first thing that comes to your mind.”

Set up this earlier experience as a target complete with image, NC, PC, VoC, emotions, SUDs and location of body sensation, and, start processing with eye movements or other stimulation. Once this earlier material is reprocessed, go back and check the original present-day target. Often the work on the earlier material will generalize and may render the processing of the present-day target unnecessary.

It is important to use general language when guiding the client through the floatback instructions, i.e., to ask for earlier rather than earliest memories. There are several reasons for this. Firstly, it is often the worst rather than the first memory that makes the most salient target for reprocessing. Also, using general language is helpful to the more compulsive and perfectionistic clients who may otherwise be overly concerned about doing it correctly and finding exactly the first association. Finally, the flexibility allowed by general rather than specific language maximizes the client’s chances for success in making an association to the past, which is the goal of this technique.

The essential feature of the Floatback Technique is using the EMDR procedural questions to connect present problems with past events. Asking the questions as developed by Shapiro is a potent method for helping clients to tune into all aspects of their experience of the problems. The upsetting material becomes more vivid and present for the clients and sets the stage for recalling similar experiences. Fully delineating the present-day target by using the procedural questions if hypothesized to stimulate the neural network of associations, making it possible, and often nearly effortless, to “float back” to the earlier association.

Additionally, the client-therapist bond is enhanced since the clinician can validate the client’s experience (the present-day disturbance) by starting where the client is. The associations made come from the client, thus eliminating the issue of resistance to ideas or interpretations introduced by the therapist. The client comes to experientially know the connection of present to past using the Floatback Technique, again sidestepping avoidance and other defenses.
The Float-Forward Technique

While the Floatback Technique often enables clients to see and feel the connection between present problems and past events, the Float-forward Technique allows clients to identify and reprocess anticipatory anxiety and create positive future templates. It is a method that can be used at any time during the therapy process to address blocks, reluctance and, in some cases, resistance or secondary gain/loss issues. It is especially useful for targeting the client’s fear of doing EMDR and should be considered before assigning tasks.

To use it, first ask the client to imagine the worst thing that could happen if they did “X” (e.g. try a new behavior, test a new skill, or pursue a new experience). What is the worst thing that could happen if you did EMDR? What is the worst thing that could happen if you got rid of this problem? What is the worst thing that could happen if you set limits with your boss about her expectations for your workload? The client may need help to identify the worst case scenario. Some suggestions include fear of losing control of their emotions, fear of losing control of bodily functions such as bowel or bladder control, having a panic attack, and not being able to manage their emotional life between appointments.

Once the client has identified it, set up the worst case scenario as an EMDR target by asking the standard procedural questions with a slight modification: Ask for an image that represents the worst part of the worst case scenario, e.g., “As you bring up a picture of doing______, what is the worst thing that could happen?” Then proceed with the remainder of the questions along standard lines, i.e., NC, PC, VoC, emotions, SUDs and location of body sensation. Facilitate the client’s processing of the target using eye movements or other stimulation.

If developing the client’s worst case scenario elicits a fear that is rational, then practical measures may be needed to address these concerns. For example, using the Float-forward technique with a 13-year-old boy in foster care elicited a worst case scenario of “I will be returned to the shelter if my current placement doesn’t work out.” During processing, his SUDs were reduced from 8 to 3 rather quickly but would not move lower. The client observed that it could not go lower because this “worst case scenario” could actually happen to him and had happened in the past. We discontinued the eye movements, debriefed, and made a plan for a) a session with his foster parents to discuss the permanence of the placement and b) a conference call with his legal advisor to clarify his rights and options. Returning to the target afterwards, he was able to reduce his SUDs to “1” with just a few sets of eye movements.

Using the Float-forward Technique to reprocess the worst case scenario, the client is given an opportunity to resolve the anticipatory anxiety. During the installation of the PC, the client is essentially creating positive templates for future action. A woman whose brother was verbally abusive in childhood an intimidating in the present day had a “worst case scenario” of “He’ll be just as verbally abusive when I see him next time.” The client had done a great deal of EMDR, reprocessing childhood incidents involving her brother’s verbal abuse. However, without a positive experiential reference, she remained mildly anxious about interacting with him. Asking her to “float forward” and use EMDR to address the worst case scenario relieved her lingering anxiety about a pending family gathering. Installing a PC of “I’m stronger now” allowed her to create an image of herself handling her brother with humor and feeling confident.

By applying the Floatback and Float-forward Techniques, and therefore addressing past, present and future, EMDR clinicians can facilitate more thorough healing for their clients. Further, the Floatback and Float-forward Techniques are EMDR-based. Since both incorporate the use of the standard procedural questions, employing the techniques has the added advantage of giving the therapist and client another opportunity to become more fluid with the protocol.

(Many thanks to William Zangwill, Ph.D., for his development of these techniques and for his helpful comments on this article and the worksheet that appears on the next page.)
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1. Target the presenting issue using the procedural questions as follows:

   **Issue/Memory**: (What issue or memory would you like to work on today?)

   **Image**: (What image represents the worst part of that?)

   **NC**: (What words go with that image/incident that best describe your negative belief about yourself now?)

   **PC**: (What would you rather believe about yourself now when you look at that image?)

   **VoC**: (When you look at that image _____, how true does the statement _____ feel to you now on a gut level from 1 to 7 where 1 feels totally false and 7 feels totally true?)

   1  2  3  4  5  6  7

   **Emotions**: (And when you bring up that image_____ & those words_____(please repeat the image & NC), what emotions go with it now?)

   **SUD**: (On a scale of 1-10, where 0 is no disturbance or neutral and 10 is the highest disturbance you can imagine, how disturbing does the incident/memory feel to you now?)

   0  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10

   **Body**: (And where do you feel it in your body?)

1. Link present issue to past event/s using the “Floatback” instructions:

   “Now, please bring up that picture of _____ and those words _____ (Please repeat client’s disturbing image and negative cognition), notice what feelings are coming up for you, and where you are feeling them in your body. Now close your eyes and let your mind float back to an earlier time in your life. Don’t search for anything, just allow your mind to drift back to a time when you had similar:

   - thoughts of ________(repeat negative cognition)
   - feelings of _________(repeat emotions above)
   - in your _______ (repeat places in the body where they reported sensation).

   And when you’re ready, open your eyes and tell me the first thing that comes to your mind”.

1. Write the client’s response here:

1. Target the earlier memory using the procedural questions:

   **Issue/Memory**: (What issue or memory would you like to work on today?)

   **Image**: (What image represents the worst part of that?)

   **NC**: (What words go with that image/incident that best describe your negative belief about yourself now?)

   **PC**: (What would you rather believe about yourself now when you look at that image?)

   **VoC**: (When you look at that image _____, how true does the statement _____ feel to you now on a gut level from 1 to 7 where 1 feels totally false and 7 feels totally true?)

   1  2  3  4  5  6  7

   **Emotions**: (And when you bring up that image_____ & those words_____(please repeat the image & NC), what emotions go with it now?)

   **SUD**: (On a scale of 1-10, where 0 is no disturbance or neutral and 10 is the highest disturbance you can imagine, how disturbing does the incident/memory feel to you now?)

   0  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10

   **Body**: (And where do you feel it in your body?)